The Mass General Postdoctoral Division & MGPA Presents:

**MGH PostDoc Retreat**
**September 6, 2023**

**SCHEDULE:**

8:30am - 9:00am  
BREAKFAST

9:00am - 9:45am  
INTRO FROM MGPA & POSTDOC DIVISION

10:00am - 11:00am  
TRANSITIONING TO INDUSTRY  
Speakers: Kate Jeffrey & Mary Beth Blanchard

11:00am - 11:30am  
INTERVIEWING TIPS  
Speakers: Maire Leyne & Anne Levy

11:30am - 12:30pm  
LUNCH

12:30pm - 1:30pm  
APPLYING FOR ACADEMIC FACULTY POSITIONS  
Speaker: Susan Whitfied-Gabreli
The Mass General Postdoctoral Division & MGPA Presents:

MGH PostDoc Retreat
September 6, 2023

SCHEDULE:

1:30pm - 3:00pm
CAREER DEVELOPMENT KEY TOPIC ROULETTE

- TABLE 1: Presenting Science in the Media
- TABLE 2: MGH Center for Diversity & Inclusion
- TABLE 3: Learning about Internal ECOR Grants
- TABLE 4: Putting Together a Strong K Grant
- TABLE 5: Funding Opportunities Using PIVOT
- TABLE 6: Advice from Office for International
- TABLE 7: Role of Research Administration
- TABLE 8: Matching into Top US Residencies
- TABLE 9: Learning more about Industry
- TABLE 10: Get CV Help & Guidance
- TABLE 11: Navigating Parenthood as a Postdoc
- TABLE 12: Get Promoted from Postdoc to Faculty
- TABLE 13: Building Mentorship Skills & Connections
- TABLE 14: Embracing Well-Being

3:00pm - 3:45pm
MOCK STUDY SESSION
Speakers: To be Announced

4:00pm - 5:30pm
RECEPTION